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Vice President’s Message

Greetings my fellow Hinduites, 

With great pleasure I welcome you all to the Elegant 2021. Hinduites 
have time and time again proved that we can achieve grater goals, 
even in the shadows on this pandemic. 

We could not gather and celebrate for last two years, but our past 
pupil association has delivered much needed projects in Education 
and Empowerment of our brothers in Hindu College Colombo. 

These projects are only made possible by your dedication, 
determination and your generosity. Once again we have gathered in 
numbers to think, network and celebrate  among fellow Hinduites in 
the United Kingdom, once again we would see many more much 
needed projects to help our school will get initiated. 

Thank you 

Kanapathipillai Sanjeev
Vice President

Dear friends,

This year we as CHC-PPA UK had a great pleasure in initiating the educational projects “Student
Empowerment 2021” and “Special coaching for Tamil and Maths” to Hindu College, Colombo students. I take
pride in stating that it is the first project of this magnitude and scope. We are very grateful to those
‘time-millionaires' who have spent their valuable time and those who have come forward with the much needed
financial support by sponsoring these projects from the UK and around the world. We would not have been
able to deliver the 1st phase of this project successfully without the support of these individuals.

Mother Hindu, being a leading Tamil school in Colombo has taught us leadership, sportsmanship,
comradeship, religious tolerance and how to embrace cultural diversity. It is proud to see our Alumni members
from various parts of the word, especially UK, Canadian and Australian members are leading by example in
their respective diverse local communities.

It is a pleasure and proud to observe all the PPA’s and individual batches around the world are bonding
together and celebrating the childhood friendship and supporting our mother Hindu to improve the facilities &
educational aspects. It is our aim to create a stronger and more powerful 'CHC-Global-Alumni' by connecting
our diaspora network to make a meaningful impact at ground level to support our mother Hindu achieve
greater heights.

We at CHC-PPA-UK wish all our members in the UK success and happiness in their respective endeavours.

Stronger Together!!!

Pravin Selvarajah
Secretary
Colombo Hindu College PPA UK
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CCoolloommbboo  HHiinndduu  OOlldd  BBooyyss  
AAssssoocciiaattiioonn  AAuussttrraalliiaa  NNSSWW  IInncc..  

Reg no: INC1900143 

 

Message from CHOBAA NSW  

On behalf of CHOBAA NSW, it gives me an utmost pleasure to convey my warmest greetings to 
everyone attending the Annual Gala Dinner 2021 hosted by Colombo Hindu College Past Pupil 
Association UK (CHCPPA-UK). 

I would also take this opportunity to acknowledge the efforts and congratulate CHCPPA UK committee 
and its members for their hard work and the courage to organise and gather here tonight after the 
COVID19 pandemic. 

The past pupil identity and the relationship that we built during our school days unites all of us living 
around the world regardless of who we are and where we are. The formation of OBA in each country 
is with the objective to retain our connections, support the past pupil in respective countries, build 
new network where we live and across many other countries to support each other as well as to help 
our younger brothers at the school. The OBAs are spread across several continents including Asia, 
Australia, Europe and the North America and are taking an increasing interest in each other’s activities 
and a willingness to cooperatively work for the common good of the Alma Mater. This is a great 
example of the unity and the bond we have with our school. We must express our gratitude to the 
members of all our OBAs around the world for voluntarily and tirelessly working for the benefits of 
Alumni Associations and for the school. Being established in the late 80s, CHCPPA UK has many 
successful achievements to list and a foremost example to us. 

This year marks the 70th Anniversary of Hindu College Colombo. The deep-rooted education and 
values we were taught at our school has enabled all of us to be successful in our profession and life 
around the world. Being a Tamil Medium National School in the western province located in the 
nation’s capital, Colombo, the school has a strong reason to be a delighted mother for how she raised 
up so many of her children educating them over the years and will continue to raise the younger 
generation same way for the years to come. Our Younger brothers have been flaunting the high 
standard from their GCE O/L and A/L exam results and the trophies they take with them from any 
sports or any competitions they participate. Here, we also must recognise and thank the great effort 
and the right vision from the principal and the teachers behind these accomplishments.  

Hindu College Colombo is an integral part of our life and be proud to be a Hinduite. Keep our 
connections and relationship like this always to promote and live stronger with our values we learnt 
and set an example to our school and to our younger brothers.  

 

Enjoy the Gala Dinner and have a great night.  

 

With Warm Regards, 

Engunan Logesvaran 

President CHOBAA NSW 
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Message from Empowerment Project Lead

Dear fellow Hinduites,
The time has come to celebrate the immense success of our 
Empowerment Project 2021. This was a project initiated and 
implemented by Colombo Hindu College PPA UK and financially 
supported by our gracious sponsors - North American and Australian 
OBAs. This 13-week program, comprised of a 12-member teaching 
team, a four-member project team as well as two administrators, 
allowed us to develop, empower and further the education of our 
peers at Colombo Hindu College. 
 
The project included structured, discussion-based teaching of 
computer coding, business English, employability skills, identity-
based self-awareness, soft skills, and emotional intelligence. 

We are truly proud to say that this program has received wider 
appreciation and satisfaction beyond our expectations from not only 
the students but their parents too. 
 
We are determined to continue this incredible project for many years 
to come! However, it’s thanks to you that we were able to fulfil this 
opportunity this year, but we want to be able to offer this experience 
for many more children in in the future. Thus, I hope that we can rely 
on your continued support to allow this program to flourish further.
 
Most importantly I would like to commend and thank, on behalf of 
the Colombo Hindu College PPA UK, all those who supported this 
project. In particular, the project team, namely Jeyanthan Dasan, 
Pravin Selvarajah, and Sutharsan Sriyoganathan for their unwavering 
determination, continuous perseverance, and timeless dedication 
towards the project.

N.Aravindan
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Dear fellow Hinduites, 
  

Mathematics & Tamil Intervention Program Support 
  
Colombo Hindu College PPA UK’s current strategy for helping students with regards to their academic 
development is to do so in a manner whereby they will benefit directly. 
  
In line with that objective, the CHCPPA-UK Project committee reached out to the school’s newly appointed 
principal at the beginning of 2021. Our intention was to seek the support and approval to implement our 
Empowerment Program for students who were intending to sit their GCE O/L this year. During this Zoom 
discussion, the principal as well as the school management team highlighted several major issues that the students 
currently facing. 
  
Based on the recent internal exam result statistics, it was emphasised that within the current cohort of GEC O/L 
students, respectively, 30% would be failing Tamil and 37% failing Maths – two of the key subjects. Hence, this 
would prevent them from moving to Advanced Level studies. As a result of this, the school’s new principal and the 
management team designed an intervention program to support these students. They proposed to run this program 
for three to four years with the objective of bringing these lower performing students, to the required level.  
  
The principal and management team mentioned this to Colombo Hindu College PPA UK’s Empowerment Project 
Team and kindly requested their support to fund this intervention program in addition to the Empowerment 
Program. 
  
With CHCPPUK committee’s approval, the Empowerment Program was extended to include the cost of these two 
elements and the fundraising was launched. Last year, the fundraising team received an incredible response from 
fellow Hinduites around the world which enabled us to reach our target amount within the short space of a year! 
The team also received a financial pledge to support the upcoming generations of students from our global peers. 
We will continue to update you regarding the progress of these programs.  
 
CHCPPA-UK will continue to work alongside the principal and management team to further the education of our 
fellow students. We are extremely grateful for your valuable contributions and continued support. 
  
 
Empowerment Program Team 
CHCPPA-UK 
 

COLOMBO HINDU COLLEGE 
PAST PUPILS’ ASSOCIATION (UK) 
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Message from a past pupil Message from an 
Empowerment Programme Participant

Hey there, I’m Anandaraja Piriyadharshan, writing this with a fervent 
heart and jubilating over to share this with all the effulgent people 
who are reading this, I hope this write up gives you enormous 
ebullience of Joy and lachrymose eyes as I share a breathtaking 
phase of my life!

I could relish on that from 23rd of April 2021 to July 23rd, when I 
finished my Ordinary Level Examination, our School, Colombo Hindu 
Collage, introduced a Project called “Students Empowerment 
Programme 2021”, aiming the students who recently completed 
their ordinary Level Examination; Picking out the most Crucial 
enlightenments which are widely essential for future life of 
youngsters namely IT Coding, Business English, Soft Skill 
Development and History and Heritage; Carried out through Zoom 
due to the Pandemic, and still keeping the mist real, by carrying out 
Assessments, Quizzes and Interactive Home works. Not forgetting 
to mention the convivial Counsel by Our Own Past pupils and Guest 
Speakers.
 
As we picking up the next freight of life, this programme availed in so 
many means, manifesting the doable career paths and vast 
knowledge about the future world, which are hugely salient for us. 
As said erstwhile, this wasn’t habitual teaching, we Experienced, we 
transpired from our comfort zone, we struggled, we were directed 
and we learned! 

  Empirically this changed my aspect I had for my future, my 
incertitude’s were indicated and my skills were refurbished. I want to 
show my gratitude towards all the individuals who succored to make 
this come alive and I yen that for much generations to come, they 
will also encounter this and revamp their career.
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Josh
  “What makes life valuable is that it doesn’t last forever, what 
makes it precious is that it ends”

This spoke to me when I delivered this line on the Graduation 
ceremony we had on July 23rd 2021. I wish that I could quote all the 
mejor experiential testimonies they shared! All the 70+ students who 
attended this ‘Student Empowerment Programme 2021’, how this 
one milestone changed their entire life style is just phenomenal! 
With Advanced Quad-Lessons, equipped with exploited preceptors 
and flourished speakers from our very own school and out! Presenting 
“IT Coding, Business English, Soft Skills and History and Heritage” in 
today’s world with contemporary examples and educating us with 
essential elements of this era. 
 
Conducting the lessons where all of students feel comfortable 
according to their level of understanding and where they aren’t 
condemned but only having path to grow in the areas they need to. 
Highlighting how beneficial the selected criteria were for people 
steeping into this digital world, people who struggle in polishing 
their English, building their own self inside out and expressing their 
identity in this world. 

Shout out to all the souls who stood in building this literal 
pulchritudinous propinquity, every locution the uttered made a huge 
impact in each and every student’s life! 

With them asserting to carry this throughout the years, I’m 
speechless on how the Hindu Collage after Ordinary Level students’ 
life is going to take a wild turn! Concluding this with a Humble heart 
and gratification. 
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Pinnacle Estates is an independent agent run by professional and friendly team with 15 years of 
experience in the property industry; ensuring a high level of service and dedication when dealing 
with our clients. 

Management From 6% 
Property Management 
IF Tenant RENT Default ? Rent PAID by US 
Tenant Eviction ? Dealt by US
Legal Cost For Eviction? PAID by US 
If Bailiff  Require ?  Arrange  Paid Us 
Rent Guaranteed 
**NO VOID Period ..... Market Rent Guaranteed **
*** No Hidden COST *** . Reach our website for further info:www.pinnacleesatte
Please of Mind, You can Relax we will take care of your property. 
Contact us 0208 863 0098
Email :office@pinnacleestate.co.uk
100 Pinner road, Harrow, HA1 4GZ

Pinnacle Estates is an independent agent run by professional and 
friendly team with 15 years of experience in the property industry; 
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SERVICES WE
OFFER:

Interest rate   - Fixed @ 6.0%
Term - 60 months (5 years)
Monthly repayment - £482.00

CCJS, payment plans, and unsatisfied 
defaults are not accepted.
Low credit scores without any defaults 
are acceptable to go.

FINANCIAL LOAN UP TO GBP
25K FOR POTENTIAL CURRENT
OR FUTURE BUSINESS.

B2L MORTGAGES 

Can be arranged First-time buyers,
first-time landlords, Overseas
nationals and existing landlords LTV
up to 70% (First-time buyers 65%),
no stress testing & top-slicing can be
considered. (Where needed &
applicable)
Minimum loan amount - £150,000

COMMERCIAL MORTGAGES -

BOTH OWNER-OCCUPIERS &
INVESTORS

BUSINESS LOANS

SECURED AND UNSECURED

BRIDGING FINANCE

AUCTION FINANCE

INVOICE FINANCE AND
ASSET FINANCE

+44 203 807 78 44 WWW.PACIFICCORP.CO.UKCONSULT@PACIFICCORP.CO.UK
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GET ANOTHER 50P FREE CREDIT 
 APPLY PROMO CODE

 Fixed & Mobile

9.6P
Per Minute

Sri Lanka

YT2021

£5

BUYING PRICE £250+VAT

WHEN YOU DOWNLOAD 

International Calling App

www.yellowtalk.co.uk

AYAPA’s exclusive customer get discount on 
their �rst purchase of this bundle.

GET
FREE CREDIT 

£1
 APP GET 50P

Stock AYAPA labelled SIMs  

EARN MORE COMMISSION

EARN
UPTO
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